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Please join us in recognizing a number of hugely successful groups of Hundseth Hero’s that got to 

share their ‘Heroism’ with the good people of Saskatchewan during some very difficult times.

We’ve got a few call-outs to HPL Hero’s that provided note worthy work for our clients. 

We also had several crews that went out to restore power in an area overtaken by freezing rain 

and extreme wind that knocked down power lines.

We also had several crews that went out to restore power in an areas of the province being 

ravaged by forest fires.

And we also had several crew members help with emergency clean following these substantial 

emergencies within the province.

Thank you to everyone involved in these efforts, both working on the front-line and those in  

extremely important support roles – we couldn’t be prouder of everyone's significant efforts!



We would also like to send a shout out to the Humboldt crews 

who headed out to Lucien Lake to save the day for a customer! 

Thank you!
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Special shout out to Jordan Quest and his crew; Branden 

Banga, Tyler Fleischhacker, John Heathcote and Owen 

Hart!  The HPL Regina office received these very positive 

comments from a recent site visit:  “…very impresses with 

the organization and crew respect seen on site.  Good 

communication, self awareness of others during every 

task.  Very competent crew.” 

To Shane and his crew who we received positive 

feedback from our Customer regarding quality of work 

in Dorintosh, we also would like to thank this crew for 

showing such pride in their work!  Thank you!

Arin Crone

Peder Ward

Joey Duval

Edward Gerwing

Lee Poppl
Brad Silzer
Michael Foy

Dave Valmont

Ryland Pronych

Shane Pollries 

Ben Stavenow 

Jay Binette 

Braden Lozinski 
Ryley Haeusler
Brandon Johnson
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Our Regina crews also have a group of Hero’s from the week of May 19th,  that helped out 

to get power restored to the over 25, 000 Customers after a Spring storm that brought 

freezing rain and strong winds.  
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We would like to acknowledge and thank the following for their extreme efforts during this rare SK Spring Storm!  We would 

also like to include anyone who worked ‘behind the scenes’ to help make this extraordinary effort happen! This includes the 

Regina Shop, office and other support people in Saskatoon.  Everyone involved represented themselves and our Company so 

well and showed such great pride in their work, we can’t thank you enough!

WAYNE GEIGER

MIKE MERK

KAL KLOVANSKY

KOLBY LINDGREM

JACOB LAPPAI

RICHARD CORBIN

AUSTIN BAVLE

JEREMY COLBOW

REESE RUTKO

JORDAN QUEST

TYLER FLEISHACKER

DANNY FOGARTY

JOSH LEWANDOSKI

HAYDEN DERBY

IAN NEWTON

BRAD SEIBERT
COLBY HAW

SPENCER MARTIN
DYLON ENNS

BRETT ORBAN
ALLEN GILLESPIE
AARON SENICAR

WYATT KELLN
OLD FAITHFUL😊 (AKA 

Myles Derby)
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Wow!  The week of May 19th, 2021 is one that we at Hundseth will not forget!

The first part of the week saw our Hundseth Heros’ go out to the Prince Albert area and partner 

with SaskPower to restore power to over 9,000 Customers.  This was around the clock work to get 

the power restored as safely and quickly as possible!  Also, we had a number of crews who took 

part in the clean-up efforts following the restoring of power. 

And notable mentions to the various groups that help support this huge emergency relief including 

the Saskatoon shop crew, the Saskatoon Safety team and other support staff!  This was the work 

of a well-oiled team of professionals and we can’t thank everyone enough for taking this on and 

making us all proud of their efforts!.
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Shane Pollries

Ben 
Stavenow

Jay Binette

Branden 
Johnson

Ryley 
Haeusler
Brayden 
Lozinski

Rob Gregory

Ross Buell

Corbin 
Eskelsen

Jesse Stephan

Mitch 
Gaspers

Josh Van Driel

Mitch Gibney

Dylan Peters

Shawn Merasty

Ryan Leith

Justin Morgan

Mike Ivanovs

Curt Thiessen

Brad Schultz

Trevor Snider

Dean 
Mozdzen
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